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Sulkient conditions are derived for the existence of a nonoscillatory solution of 
a linear system of the form .~,(t)+~a,,(t).~,(/-~,,(t))+~b,,(/).~,(t+cr,,(/))=0. 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. ‘(‘1 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to establish a set of sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a “nonoscillatory” solution for a linear system of the form 
i;(t)+ i aij(t) x,(t-Tzj(f)) 
,=I 
+ i b,(r)xj(t+CQ(t))=o, i = 1 , 2, . . . . n. (1.1) 
j= I 
The literature concerned with oscillation and nonoscillation of scalar 
systems of differential equations with and without deviating arguments is 
quite extensive. It appears that vector systems uch as (1.1) where n is any 
positive integer have not received much attention with respect to their 
oscillation and nonoscillation characteristics. Oscillation and nonoscillation 
of mostly two-dimensional systems with deviating arguments have been 
considered by some authors (Kitamura and Kusano [6-91, Bulgakov and 
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Sergeev [2], Bykov [l], Foltynska and Werbowski [3], Izyumova and 
Mirzov [S], Mirzov [l l-161, Varekh and Shevelo [18], Marusiak [lo], 
Shevelo [ 173). 
We recall that it is customary to define a real valued continuous function 
x on a half-line [to, co) to be oscillatory if there exists a sequence 
{t,} + co as m + cc such that x( t,) = 0 for each 1,. Such a definition has 
been adequate for analysing the oscillatory and nonoscillatory charac- 
teristics of scalar differential equations with deviating arguments. In 
applications and particularly for vector systems uch as (1.1 ), it is advan- 
tageous to use the following: 
DEFINITION 1. A real valued differentiable function u defined on a half- 
line (t,, co) is said to be oscillatory if there exists a sequence (tmi + cc as 
m -+ cg such that t,E (to, co) and u(t,) zi(t,) =0 for each t,, where 
ti(t,) = du/dt evaluated at t,; u is said to be nonoscillatory on (to, co) if 
there exists a t* > t, such that u(t) ti( t) # 0 for t > t*. 
Using the above definition we define oscillation and nonoscillation of R” 
valued functions as follows. 
DEFINITION 2. An R”-valued function x(t) = {x,(t), x,(t), . . . . x,(t)} 
defined on (to, co) with differentiable components is said to be oscillatory 
if at least one component of x is oscillatory in the sense of Definition 1; a 
vector x: (t,, co) -+ R” with differentiable components is said to be non- 
oscillatory if every component of x is nonoscillatory. 
DEFINITION 3. The system (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if every solution 
of ( 1.1) defined on a half-line of the form (to, co ) is oscillatory in the sense 
of Definition 2; the system (1.1) is said to be nonoscillatory if (1.1) has at 
least one solution on a half-line which is nonoscillatory. 
We note that we exclude from our consideration those solutions of (1.1) 
having one or more components which become identically constant even- 
tually (i.e., those x(t)= {xl(t), x2(t), . . . . x,(t)} with x,(t) = c for some con- 
stant c and for some Jo { 1,2, 3, . . . . n} and all t > t*, t* being some real 
number). We add that definitions of oscillatory and nonoscillatory 
R”-valued functions are varied in the literature. Our Definitions 2 and 3 
above provide one of the ways of generalising the corresponding notions of 
oscillation and nonoscillation of real valued functions to the case of 
functions with values in R”. 
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2. NONOSCILLATION 
It is known that if M(t) = (nl,,(t)) denotes a continuous matrix valued 
function defined on a half-line [f,, CC ) and if m,,(t) 3 0, i, .j= 1, 2, . . . . n: 
t 3 t,, then the linear system of ordinary differential equations 
dx,(r) ?’ 
Ilr+x m,,(f)xj(f)=o; t > to, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n (2.1 1 
,=I 
has at least one solution such that 
x,(t) 3 0 and i,(t) 6 0 on (to, xj), i= 1, 2, . . . . n. (2.2) 
It is reasonable to ask under what conditions on m, will (2.1) have a solu- 
tion satisfying 
x,(t) > 0 and i,(f)<0 on (to, a), i= 1, 2, . . . . n. (2.3) 
The following nonoscillation result provides a set of sufficient conditions 
for (1.1) to have a solution satisfying (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume the following: 
(i) Tij, gr,’ ~tj, b, (i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n) 
are bounded continuous functions defined on a half-line [t,, CO) such that 
0 6 z;,(t) d 7;; t - T,j(t) 3 0 
06a,(t)bcJ~ 
Odai,(t)daQ 
0 <b,(t) d b,T, i, j= 1, 2 , . . . . n (2.4) 
(2.5) 
(ii) (II4 + lIBlI)~e< l/e, (2.6) 
where J[A 11 and (1 B/I respectively denote the norms of the matrices with entries 
a:, bz (i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n). 
Then the system (1.1) is nonoscillatory. 
The proof is based on the following coincidence theorem due to 
Goebel [4]. 
GOEBEL'S COINCIDENCE THEOREM. Let Q be an urbitrary set undlet fbe 
a metric space with a metric p. Let S and T be two maps dqfined on the set 
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Q with values in r. If S(Q) c T(Q), T(Q) is a complete subspace of r and 
if for all x, y E Q, 
P(SX> SY) d w(Tx, TY), 
jqhere 0 < M < 1, then there exists 2 E 52 such that 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. One can show from (2.6) that there exists a 
positive number p satisfying 
4l4 + lIBll)ep” <P. (2.7) 
Define a set Q as 
i 
z is continuous on [ - 6, cc ) 
Q=z: C-S, co)-+R” O<zj(t)<e”“; t> -6 
1. 
(2.8) 
z,(O) 2 l;j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . n 
It is easy to see that if y = (y, , y,, . . . . y,) E Q then 
exp - 
0 
d ,$, [ai, Yj(S - Lj T (s)) +b,(s) Yj(s+ ~&s))l ds 
< ep6; t>O; i= 1,2, . . . . n (2.9) 
and 
exp 
{J 
d j$, [q(s) x,(s - z&)) + b,(s) Yj(s + ~~(S))l ds} 
2 e-“; t 2 0; i = 1, 2, . . . . n. J(2.10) 
Define two maps T and S with domain 52 by 
T(y)(t) = 1 T,(y)(t), ...y MW)) 
Tj( y)( t) = e-“i(‘)e p’; t>/ -6, i= 1,2, . . . . n (2.11) 
S(y)(t) = G%(Y)(t)> ...> S,(Y)(t)) 
eCp” exp - 
[ 1 
: ,$, {a,(s) Y,(S - T&)) 
SAY)(t) = +b,(s) Yj(s+a,(s))) ds 1 2 i = 1, 2, . . . . n; t20 
e( 1 - t)epp’; tc C-S, O]; i= 1,2, . . . . n. (2.12) 
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It is easy to see from (2.11)-(2.23) that both S and T map the set R into 
set r, where 
I-= u: C-6, cn)+R” 
This set r can be metrized 
u(r) = {u,(t), “‘3 u,,(t)) 
u is continuous, nonnegative . (2.13) 
(componentwise) on [ -6, x) with 
lim, + x, Ilu(t R” = 0 
with the metric p, where 
P(& u) = sup llu(t) - n(t)ll R”’ 
r2 -ii 
(2.14) 
One can verify that T(Q) is a complete metric space contained in r and 
that S(Q) c T(Q). We have from the definitions of S and T that 
lSi(u)(t) - Si(“)(t)l 
=eepp” exp - 
L (1 
;,g, C%(J) u,L--,,(S))+h,(s) u,(~~+QwI q 
-exp - 
(s 
I ‘1 
o ,Cl Ca,jCs) O,(.~--,I(~~))+~,,(~~) u,(s+~iJ(s))l ds)] t2.15) 
f 
‘) 6 ee -Pr ix O j=l 
[ai”;lu,(s - z,;(s)) - Uj(S - t,(s))1 
+b~lu,(s+a,,(S))--j(S+~o(S))Il ds 
(using Je ‘-e ~A1 d Ir-s for r, $30) (2.16) 
I n 
Gee -P’r 
0 C~~l~~PC~j(~-~ij(~))l-exPC~,(~-~;,(~))lI 
o/=1 
+hZlexp[uj(~+a,j(s))] -exp[uj(.Y+ag(s))]I] ds 
(using le’-ee”I b Ir-sl forr, ~30) (2.17) 
r ” 
d ee ~ p, 
D 
C~~lexpC~i(~ - q(S))l - eXPCuj(s- tli(s))ll 
0 j=, 
xexp(-~(S-tij(s)))exp(~L(s-~ij(s))) 
+b,TlexpCu,(s+aii(s))l -expCu,(s+o,j(J))lI 
x exp( -14 + aJs))) ew(As + a,,(.~)))1 & (2.18) 
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which leads to 
P(G SO)GP(zk To) e(ll-4 + llfw@% (2.19) 
d ap( Tu, TV), x= 4IAIl + lIBllWdl~. (2.20) 
But by the hypothesis (2.7) CI < 1 and hence by Goebel’s Coincidence 
Theorem, there exists a vector u*(t) = {u?(t), . . . . u,*(t)}, TV [ -6, a), 
u* E Q. such that 
r(u*)(t) = s(u*)(t) (2.21) 
or equivalently 
e exp - 
c j 
’ i (q(s) qY-~&)) 
Oj=l 
J 
(1 - t)e; tE [-S,O], i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
It follows from (2.22) that 
L&(t) n 7+ c {a,i(t)u,*(t-T;j(t))+bij(t)ui*(t+o,(t))} 
j=l 
= 0, i=l,2,...,n; t>O 
u*(t) = ln( 1 - t) + 1 for tE [-S,O], i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
If u*(to) = 0 for some i E (1, 2, 3, . . . . n) and for some to > 0 for the first time 
t = to, we will have from (2.23) that ziF(t) < 0 at to, implying that for E > 0, 
u*(t) < 0 on (to, to + E) and this is not possible since U* E L?. This completes 
the proof. 
We remark that if (IBIl = 0 then (2.6) can be replaced by I/All 6 < l/e. 
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